
ELECTRIC CHARGE 

® E!edric Charge : Charge is the property associated 
,vith matter due to ,vhlch it produceis and experiet1ces 
elec-trical and magnetic effects. The excess or deficiency 
cf electrons in a body gives the conce;,t of charge. 

Properties M Charge 
� C'.narge is a scalar quantity. 
@ Char1e is transferable : If a charged body is pul in 

contact with a:1 uncharged body,, tbe uncharged body 
becomes charged due to transfer o:' electrons from one 
body lo the oilier-

® Clurg:e is always w.ssv,:fated with mass, i.e., charge 
can not exist without mass though mass can exist 
,;,vithout charge. So, the presence of charge itself is a 
convincing proof of existence of mass. 

@ Qruuitization of charge : Total charge on a body is 
always an integr2l multiple of a basic unit of charge 
denoted by e and is given by q = ne 
where n is. any integer, pos itive or n e�ative a.ad 
e = L6x 10-19C. 

$ The quantisation of charge was fi:st suggested by 
Faraday. It was experimentaHy den:ionstrated by Millikan 
in 1912. 

$ The basic unit of charge is the charge that an electron or 
proton ca__rries , By oonvention the charge on electron is -
e (--1.6 x 10- 19 C) and chargeonprotonis -<-e(I.6 x 10-19C). 

• Additivity of cbarce : Total charge of a system is ihe 
algebraic sum (Le. Sum is taking into account with 
proper signs) of all individual cht>.:ges in the system. 

• Conservation of charg• : Total charge of an isolated 
system ren1ains unchanged with time. In oilier wcrrls, 
charge can neither b e  created nor b e  destroyed. 
Conservation of charge is found to hold good in all 
types of reactions either chemical or nuclear. 

o Ckara:e is invariant : Charge is independent of the 
frame of reference. 

,. Like charges repel ea-ch other while unlike charges 
attract each other, 

• Metlmds of charging : A body can be cha,ged by 
o Friction o Induction o Conduction 

@ Cba:rging by induction is preferred because one charged 
body can be used to charge any number cf uncharged 
bodies without any loss of charge. If q be the source of 
charge, then charge induced on a body of dielectric 
constant K is given by  

( (\ 
q'=-qll· K) 

For metals, K = 0¢ q'=-q 
i.e., charges induced are equal and opposite only in 
case of conductors. In general, magnitude of indt:.ce<l 
chirge is less than that of i nducing charge. 

lhl®F·1rii 
10 12 a-particles (Nuclei of helium) per second fulls o:J a 
neutral sphere. Find the time in 1vt:ich gpbe.re gets charged 
by 2 µC. 
Soll, : Number of a-particles :faas in t second = 1 ont 
Charge or. a-particle= 4 2e, So 
Charge incident in time t = (1 C11t) (2e) 

Given charge is 2 µC 
:. 2 x Hl""=(l012r)'(2e) 

L6 X 10-19 

COULOMB'S LAW 

6.25 sec 

@ It states that the electrostatic force of interaction 
{repulsion or attraction) between two electric charges 
q1 and q2 separated by a distance r, is directlyproportio!lal 
to the product of the charge.s and inversely _J:rOportionaJ 
to the square of the distance betvveen them and acts 
aloni the straight line joining two charges. i,e., F= K q•�l 

i' ' ' 
wbereK= ,---= 9 x 10"'Nm2 C-2 

4t::60 
is the proportionality constant and 
s

0 
= 8.854 x 10-n C2N-=m-1 

is permirthity of free space. 
Ccuiomb1slawinvector form 
fti2 = force on q

1 
due to q

2 

·- K tf1q2 ,. 
- r2 rz:: 

i' 
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